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ABSTRACT

This  technical  report  describes  our  methods to  Task  2  of  the
DCASE 2021 challenge: Unsupervised Anomalous Sound Detec-
tion  for  Machine  Condition  Monitoring  under  Domain  Shifted
Conditions.  We use reconstruction error of a conditional autoen-
coder and 1 - classification confidence of a classifier as anomaly
scores.

Index  Terms—Conditional  autoencoder,  convolu-
tional recurrent neural network

1. INTRODUCTION

The  goal of Task 2 of the DCASE 2021 challenge is to detect
anomaly sound in a different operation or environmental condition
(target domain). All the training examples belong to normal cases,
and most of them are in original operation or environmental con-
dition (source domain). More  details about the task and datasets
can be found in [5], [6], and [7]. In our work, we invoke Condi-
tional  AutoEncoder (CAE) and  Convolutional  Recurrent  Neural
Network (CRNN) and use reconstruction error of a CAE and 1 -
classification confidence of a CRNN-based classifier as anomaly
scores, respectively.

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes details of our approaches. Section 3 shows experimental
results. Section 4 shows how we pack our submissions.

2. OUR APPROACHES

2.1. Conditional Autoencoder

A standard autoencoder consists of an encoder and a decoder. The
encoder maps an input vector X to a latent vector Z, and the de-
coder maps Z to X̂, which is a reconstructed version of X. Mean
Squared Error (MSE) is usually used as the loss function. Differ-
ent types of variation have been used for Anomalous sound detec-
tion in [1] and [2].

In our work, CAE is used. A one-hot or two-hot vector cor-
responds to the class labels of input X is fed into the encoder to-
gether with X, and fed into the decoder together with Z. The input
X is composed of 5 consecutive frames of log-mel spectrogram.
Four  fully-connected layers with 1,024 nodes in each layer are
used as encoder and decoder. Mean value of MSE loss for differ-
ent  frames is  used as the anomaly score.  The n-hot vector  for

class label(s) can be machine types (one-hot, size 7) or machine
types and sections (two-hot, size 13). The size of latent vector Z is
variable and the results of different sizes will be shown in the ex-
perimental section.

2.2. Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network

CRNN is mainly composed of convolutional layers and recurrent
layers  (and possibly some fully-connected layers). Such a struc-
ture was widely used for different tasks like audio classification
[3], [4]. For anomaly detection, we can use CRNN as a classifier
for different types of machine, and  1 - classification confidence
can be used as the anomaly score.

In our work, the network is composed of  several convolu-
tional blocks, two Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) layers, and
a dense layer. Each convolutional block contains a convolution
layer, a batch normalization layer, and a maximum pooling layer.
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function
after the batch normalization layer. The size of the convolution
kernel is 3-by-3. The number of output channels of the first block
is 32 and increases block by block. Output of the last step of the
last LSTM layer is then fed into a dense layer for final output.
The classification target is machine types.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We test  our  implementation  under  different  parameter  settings
and different subset of training data. Results obtained using only
the development set  are used to select parameters and then train
new models using the development set and the additional training
set  (or  additional  training set  only).  Fig.  1.  and Fig.  2.  shows
AUC and pAUC for different machine types and models, respec-
tively. Details of models are described as follows:

 CAE-128-DA: a CAE conditioned on machine types, size
of Z is 128, trained using development set and additional
training set.

 CAE-S-32-DA: a CAE conditioned on machine types and
sections, size of  Z is  32, trained using development set
and additional training set.

 CAE-S-64-DA: same as CAE-S-32-DA, but the size of Z
is 64.

 CAE-S-128-DA: same as CAE-S-32-DA,  but the size of
Z is 128.
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 CRNN-32: 4 convolutional block, number of output units
of LSTM is 32.

 CRNN-64: same as CRNN-32, but the number of output
units of LSTM is 64.

4. SUBMISSIONS

Based on the above results, we pack our submissions as follows.
While comparing different models for one or all machine types,
harmonic mean of AUC and pAUC of one or all machine types is
used.

 System 1 is CAE-S-128-DA, because it performs the best
over all the CAE-based models.

 System 2 is CRNN-32, because it is the better one for the
two CRNN-based methods.

 System 3 is CAE-S-32-DA, bedause it  performs the best
over all the remaining models.

 System 4 is manually ensembled according to individual
results. CAE-128-DA is used for ToyCar, CAE-S-32-DA
is  used  for  ToyTrain,  CAE-S-64-DA is  used  for  Slid-
eRail,  CAE-S-128-DA is  used for  Gearbox and  Pump,
CRNN-32 is used for Fan and Valve.
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Figure 1: AUC for different machine types and models.

Figure 2: pAUC for different machine types and models.
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